The Anticipated Aid dollar amount shows up on Student Financials screens, and provides an estimate of expected aid. Ideally, Anticipated Aid should zero out (or “expire”) about the time the aid is disbursed to the student’s account. This doesn’t always happen, necessitating intervention.

In providing that intervention, Anticipated Aid can be expired either through a batch process delivered with Bundle 25, or one student at a time.

**Batch Expire**

In *Selection Tool*, Choose **PS Query**. Query Name should be **NDU_FA_ANTL_SCH**, which selects all students for the prompted institution and aid year who have any anticipated aid greater than zero.

In *Query Prompts*, enter appropriate Institution and Aid Year.

You have choices for several options: *Expire All Anticipated Aid, Expire by Item Type and Reset Expiration Date.*

**Expire All Anticipated Aid:** Select this option to expire all anticipated aid for the selected Aid Year and Term.

You can only expire awards where the Expire Date is greater or equal to the current date. In other words, you can only expire unexpired awards and not awards that have already expired.
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**Expire by Item Type:** Select this option to expire all anticipated aid for a single financial aid Item Type for the selected Aid Year and Term. Multiple Item Types can be selected for expiration.

![Expire Anticipated Aid in Batch](image)

You can only expire awards where the Expire Date is greater or equal to the current date.

---

**Reset Expiration Date:**

Select this option to reset the Expiration Date for all anticipated aid for a single financial aid Item Type for the selected Aid Year and Term. Enter the new Expire Dt on the run control.
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You can only reset awards where the Expire Date is greater or equal to the current date.
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Individual Expire

Financial Aid > Awards > Award Processing > Expire Anticipated Aid

Use this page to expire Anticipated Aid for a particular Item Type(s) and student. Select the Item Type(s) to expire and push the **Expire Anticipated Aid** button.

Set Up for Anticipated Aid

Set up Anticipated Aid on the third tab of the Financial Aid Item Types. Anticipated Aid can be passed when the aid is offered, accepted or authorized—or not at all.

**Anticip Aid Expiration Days:** The number of days you enter in this field works with several other dates on the anticipated aid record to determine when to expire the anticipated aid.

**Date** is the date the award becomes anticipated aid (i.e., per setup, the date it was offered, accepted or authorized)

**Apply Date** is the date you are requesting to apply the disbursement to the student's account.

The *expiration date* is the later of the two calculated dates: **Date** plus the number of anticipated aid expiration days

Or

**Apply Date** plus the number of anticipated aid expiration days.